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Best Practices in Secondary Education

Enabling Texts:
Texts That Matter
by Dr. Alfred W. Tatum

While visiting a Boston public school, I
asked more than 120 teenagers to construct their textual
lineages, that is, a visual representation of texts that they
have found to be significant in their lives. On average,
the students identified two texts that held significance
throughout their entire, albeit young, teenage lives. The
reasons the text held significance converge on three
major themes: personal connection, empathy, and
identity shaping. The following comments provided by
the students illustrated the three themes:
I love The Skin I’m In (Flake, 1998) because
it’s something that has to do with me and
the girls in that book act like me.
The book, Forged by Fire
(Draper, 1998), is a book that
all young black males can relate
to of how your life can go from
negative to positive.
Just like any other book,
Tears of Tiger (Draper, 1994)
got me reading more and got
me crying.
I like a Child Called “It”
(Pelzer, 1995) because I
learned that my life is not so
bad compared to other people,
especially David’s.

Several of the students explained they did not believe
they were encountering challenging, meaningful texts.
One student shared, “It ain’t going down. I don’t see
how just reading is going to help me, I need something
more academic.” Another student offered, “We need to
learn harder vocabulary. [The vocabulary] is the same
we learned in elementary school.” The students were
complaining about the text because “teachers [were
giving] books that were boring and when the class
[didn’t] want to read, [the teachers] [got] aggravated.”
The students ascribed the absence of meaningful
texts in their lives to teachers’ refusal to acknowledge
their day-to-day realities couched in their adolescent,
cultural, and gender identities. A young man offered
that “I need to read interesting topics
like teen drama, violence, something
you can relate your life or other
people’s lives to.” A young woman
commented, “They give us different
books than we would read; the books
are boring.”

“Instead of
trying to score
with reading,
schools have
focused
on increasing
reading scores.”

The poem, “Our Deepest Fear”
(Williamson, 1992) had me
rethinking myself because I fear a lot.
I like the poem “Phenomenal Woman”
by Maya Angelou (1995) because it reflects
the pride of women and how they don’t care
what others think about the way they look.
Sadly, however, more than 30% of the adolescents
did not identify a single text they found significant.

Summing up the sentiments that
many of the adolescents held towards
texts disconnected from one or
several of their identities, a student
shared, “I read them, but I do not
care what they say.” This reflects a
stark contrast to the students who
found value and direction in the text,
as reflected in this young woman’s
comment, “The Skin I’m In reminds me of real life in
school. A girl so black in school, and she wanted to kill
herself. If I was in her school, I would be her friend.
Even the teacher hated her.”
High school students need and benefit from a wide
range of texts that challenge them to contextualize and
examine their in-school and out-of-school lives. I agree

with Apple (1990) who argues that ignoring text that
dominates school curricula as being simply not worthy
of serious attention and serious struggle is to live in a
world divorced from reality. He asserts that texts need to
be situated in the larger social movements of which they
are a part.
However, in an era of accountability, where the focus
is placed on research-based instructional practices, the
texts that adolescents find meaningful and significant
to their development are being severely compromised.
Instead of trying to score with reading, schools have
focused on increasing reading scores. This is problematic because texts can be used to broker positive,
meaningful relationships with struggling adolescent
readers during reading instruction.

Robot”—being an immigrant to the U.S.
And here are just a few examples of selections dealing
with social and cultural issues:
• “Long Walk to Freedom”—overthrowing apartheid

With humor and insight, Julia Alvarez recalls how
she left the Dominican Republic as a young person
and “landed, not in the United States, but in the
English language.”

Preview

Look at the first sentence of the selection and the photo.
What is the setting of the narrative?
into and must wisely use. Unfortunately, my English became all mixed up

I

with our Spanish.
Mix-up, or what’s now called Spanglish, was the language we spoke for

began to learn more English at the Carol Morgan School in Santo
Domingo. That is, when I had stopped gawking. The teacher and some of

several years. There wasn’t a sentence that wasn’t colonized by an English

the American children had the strangest coloration: light hair, light eyes,

word. At school, a Spanish word would suddenly slide into my English like

light skin, as if Ursulina had soaked them in bleach too long, to’ deteñío.

someone butting into line. Teacher, whose face I was learning to read as

I did have some blond cousins, but they had deeply tanned skin, and as they

minutely as my mother’s, would scowl but no smile played on her lips. Her

grew older, their hair darkened, so their earlier paleness seemed a phase of

pale skin made her strange countenance hard to read, so that I often
misjudged how much I could get away with. Whenever I made a mistake,

their acquiring normal color. Just as strange was the little girl in my reader
who had a cat and a dog, that looked just like un gatito y un perrito. Her
mami was Mother and her papi Father.
Father

Why have a whole new language for

1

school and for books with a teacher who could speak it teaching you double
the amount of words you really needed?
butter. All day, one English word that had particularly
Butter, butter, butter, butter
struck me would go round and round in my mouth and weave through all the

Teacher would shake her head slowly, “In English, YU-LEE-AH, there’s no such
1 Ask Questions
Why does the
author put some
of the English
words in italics?
Why doesn’t she
put the Spanish
words in italics?

word as columpio. Do you mean a swing?”
I would bow my head, humiliated by the smiles and snickers of the
American children around me. I grew insecure about Spanish. My native
tongue was not quite as good as English, as if words like columpio were illegal

3 Language
A simile is a
comparison of
two unlike things
that often uses
the word like or
as. What simile
does the author
use here and why?

immigrants trying to cross a border into another language. But Teacher’s

Spanish in my head until by the end of the day, the word did sound like just

discerning grammar-and-vocabulary-patrol ears could tell and send

another Spanish word. And so I would say, “Mami, please pass la mantequilla.”

them back.

3

She would scowl and say in English, “I’m sorry, I don’t understand. But would
you be needing some butter on your bread?”

Online Coach

WHY MY PARENTS didn’t first educate us in our native language by enrolling
us in a Dominican school, I don’t know. Part of it was that Mami’s family
had a tradition of sending the boys to the States to boarding school and

Powerful Texts
It is prudent to use a combination of powerful texts, in
tandem with powerful reading instruction, to influence
the literacy development and lives of adolescents. Texts
should be selected with a clearer audit of the struggling
adolescent reader, many of whom are suffering from
an underexposure to text that they find meaningful.
These students need exposure to enabling texts (Tatum,
in press). An enabling text is one that moves beyond a
sole cognitive focus—such as skill and strategy development—to include an academic, cultural, emotional, and
social focus that moves students closer to examining
issues they find relevant to their lives. For example, texts
can be used to help high school students wrestling with
the question, What am I going to do with the rest of my
life? This is a question most adolescents find essential as
they engage in shaping their identities.
The texts selected for Edge are enabling texts. First,
they serve as the vehicle for exploring essential questions, but secondly, the texts are diverse—from classics
that have inspired readers for decades (Shakespeare,
Frost, St. Vincent Millay, Saki, de Maupassant,
Poe, et al.) to contemporary fiction that reflects the
diversity of the U.S. (Allende, Alvarez, Angelou,
Bruchac, Cisneros, Ortiz Cofer, Soto, Tan, et al.).
The texts are also diverse in subject matter and genre,
exploring issues of personal identity as well as cultural
and social movements. Here are just a few examples of
selections in Edge that deal with personal identity:
• “Who We Really Are”—being a foster child
• “Curtis Aikens and the American Dream”
—overcoming illiteracy
• “Nicole”—being biracial
• “My English,” “Voices of America,” “La Vida

college, and she had been one of the first girls to be allowed to join her
brothers. At Abbot Academy, whose school song was our lullaby as babies
(“Although Columbus and Cabot never heard of Abbot, it’s quite the place
for you and me”), she had become quite Americanized.

2

It was very

important, she kept saying, that we learn our English. She always used
the possessive pronoun: your English, an inheritance we had come

2

Chronological
Order

How does the
author interrupt
the chronological
order at this point
in the narrative?

The author grew up in Santo Domingo, the capital and largest city of the Dominican Republic.

Monitor Comprehension
In Other Words

Key Vocabulary

gawking staring
to’ deteñío too long (in Dominican Spanish)
un gatito y un perrito a kitten and a puppy
(in Spanish)
la mantequilla butter (in Spanish)

In Other Words

countenance n., facial expression
discerning adj., good at making
judgments

Summarize

Summarize what
happens to the writer
as she learns more
and more English.

colonized by mixed with
minutely closely, carefully
columpio swing (in Spanish)
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“My English” reflects on the immigrant experience.

The Tour de Sol is an annual competition that honors the “greenest vehicles.” The goal
is to produce a vehicle that reduces gasoline use and greenhouse gas emissions by
100%. West Philadelphia High School’s Electric Vehicle Team won the Tour’s category
for student-built vehicles in 2002 and 2005—could they win again in 2006? 1

A Test Run
Clayton Kinsler, auto mechanics
teacher at West Philadelphia High
School, scanned Locust Street to
make sure there were no pedestrians.
Then he hammered the throttle,
rocketing the mean little coupe down
the block. The car was the Attack—
the country’s fastest, most efficient ,
eco-friendly sports car. And it was
created by a West Philadelphia High
School team.
The asphalt-hugging, gunmetalgray roadster was preparing for the
Olympics of environmental auto
competitions—the Tour de Sol in

upstate New York. And much was
riding on this car.
The car had won the race in 2002
and 2005, earning national attention
for the team of about a dozen
mostly African American vocational
education students. If it won more
Tour de Sol victories, there could be
scholarships and well-paying jobs in
the auto industry for the students—
and badly needed grants, sponsorships, or even partnerships with major
automakers for the city school’s automotive academy.
Maybe Hollywood would come
knocking. 2
Online
For the moment,
though, on Locust
Street, it was time to cut loose and
show off. At each high-speed pass by
Kinsler, 47, the car’s student builders
whooped and cheered. Then, zooming
down Locust, Kinsler suddenly felt a
loss of power. When he pushed the
pedal, the engine revved, but nothing
happened at the wheels. He coasted
to a stop at 48th Street. And sat there.

Coach

The Attack in the shop. It is arguably the
country’s fastest, most efficient sports car.

1 Problem

and Solution

The author
begins by
introducing
the team’s
main problem.
What is it?

The students looked at one another and began walking, then running
toward the car, as they realized that
something had gone horribly wrong.
They moved around the car with
pit crew precision and removed the
engine cover. 3

Simon Hauger, 36-year-old head of
the school’s Electric Vehicle Team and
mastermind of the project, looked into
the tangle of wires, pipes, and hoses.
“The axle’s done,” he announced. As
he had feared might happen, the car’s
axle had broken in two.

3 Problem

and Solution

How do the
students realize
there is a problem
with the car before
they even get
there?

Under the Hood
West Philadelphia High School’s hybrid electric and biodiesel car goes from 0 to 60 m.p.h. in
under 4 seconds and gets over 50 miles to the gallon. It is built mainly from a car kit, donor parts,
and also has a number of custom innovations.

Electrical control unit reprogrammed
to increase power

Racing intercooler cools
air for turbocharger
2 Ask Questions
What questions
and answers help
you understand
this section
more fully?

Engine runs on
biodiesel fuel

Body and frame assembled
from a kit and other parts
from a donor vehicle

Custom-built
radiator

Custom-built
axles connect
engine to wheels

200 horsepower
electrical engine
receives power from
batteries and uses
power from braking
to recharge batteries

Custom wiring
matches engine
to other parts

Interpret the Diagram What does the diagram show about the amount of work the students
put into the car?

Monitor Comprehension
Key Vocabulary
efficient adj., working well without
wasting energy
solution n., the answer that solves
or fixes a problem

In Other Words

In Other Words

pedestrians people walking on the street
eco-friendly environmentally safe
vocational education students students
learning technical skills
scholarships awards that help pay for college
grants money to pay for the project

with pit crew precision like expert teams
that work on racecars during races
hybrid electirc and biodiesel car car that
runs on battery power and fuel made from
vegetable oils and/or animal fats
donor parts parts from other cars

Explain
custom innovations special features designed
for this particular car
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What is the Attack?
What happens during
its test run on
Locust Street?

The Fast and the Fuel-Efficient 355

Teens develop eco-friendly cars.

Hip-Hop
as Culture
by Efrem Smith

I was born in 1969, so I am a part of the original hip-hop generation.
I watched hip-hop evolve from underground house parties in the
basements of my friends’ houses, to the first Run DMC video on cable
television to, today’s rap millionaires like Sean “Diddy” Combs, Master P,
Suge Knight, and Russell Simmons. 4 These successful
African Americans are more than just rappers.
As a matter of fact, Russell Simmons doesn’t even
rap. Simmons has been behind the scenes of hiphop—developing it from rap artists and groups to
films and clothing lines. Simmons, a true pioneer
of the culture, opened the door so that others in
the movement could start their own record labels
and develop their own clothing lines.
These innovators are the architects of culture. 5
They started from the streets of the city and now
influence suburban areas and even small rural towns.
They took the hustle of the street and turned it into a Wall Street
economy. It doesn’t matter if you’re in a city or suburb. It doesn’t
matter if you are Latino, Asian, or Irish. Hip-hop is influencing
Online Coach
your situation.

4 Author’s Purpose
Why does the
author include his
own experience
with hip-hop?
Explain.

I am part of
the hip-hop
generation

ZEarly to Mid-1980s
Kurtis Blow’s song,
“The Breaks,”
becomes hip-hop’s
first gold single.

5 Language
Smith describes
Russell Simmons
as a “pioneer.”
What other words
does he use to
describe early hiphop leaders? How
is this different
from calling them
“artists” and
“producers”?

The Hip-Hop Influence
Kids may not love hip-hop, but they’re being influenced by it. If
teens are wearing oversized jeans with the tops of their boxers showing,
oversized athletic jerseys, or long chains around their necks, this is
hip-hop. Girls on a bus braiding their hair in the style of an Ethiopian
queen, that’s hip-hop. There are things around you that daily scream
at you, “long live hip-hop!” If you want to understand the culture teens
live in today, it’s important to understand hip-hop and understand it as
culture, not just music.
In the book Hip-Hop America, Nelson George writes this:
“Now we know that rap music, and hip-hop style as a whole, has
utterly broken through from its ghetto roots to assert a lasting
influence on American clothing, magazine publishing, television,
language, . . . and social policy as well as its obvious presence
in records and movies. . . . [A]dvertisers, magazines, [television],
fashion companies, . . . soft drink manufacturers, and multimedia
conglomerates . . . have embraced hip-hop as a way to reach not
just black young people, but all young people.” 6

6 Determine

Importance

What is the
main idea of this
paragraph from
Hip-Hop America?

ZMid to Late 1980s
Rick Rubin and Russell
Simmons form Def Jam
Records, one of the top
labels in hip-hop.

The Beastie Boys
release the first rap
album to reach #1 and
the best-selling rap
album of the decade.

DJ Jazzy Jeff & the
Fresh Prince win the
first Grammy Award
for rap music.

Monitor Comprehension
Key Vocabulary
evolve v., to develop over time
innovators n., people who
introduce something new

In Other Words
underground secret
behind the scenes of working to support
and help
pioneer early leader
architects of designers who plan
and build

Key Vocabulary
assert v., to insist on having one’s
opinions and rights recognized

138 Unit 2 The Art of Expression

Art has the power to build bridges.

In Other Words
its ghetto roots where it began in
poor areas
social policy the way the government and
leaders treat different groups
multimedia conglomerates organizations
that control TV, film, news, and advertising

Explain

According to Smith,
how did leaders like
Russell Simmons help
later hip-hop artists?

Hip-Hop as Culture 139

• “Hip-Hop as Culture” and “Slam: Performance
Poetry Lives On”—the power of art to build bridges
and shape culture
• “Violence Hits Home”—how young people are
working to stop gang violence
• “The Fast and the Fuel Efficient”—how teens are
developing eco-friendly cars.
Unfortunately, many high school students who
struggle with reading are encountering texts that are
characteristically disabling. A disabling text reinforces
a student’s perception of being a struggling reader. A
disabling text also ignores students’ local contexts and
their desire as adolescents for self-definition. Disabling
texts do not move in the direction of closing the reading
achievement gap in a class-based, language-based, and
race-based society in which many adolescents are underserved by low-quality literacy instruction.
It is important to note that meaningful texts,
although important, are not sufficient to improve literacy instruction for adolescents. High school students who
struggle with reading and lack the skills and strategies
to handle text independently need support to become
engaged with the text.

Powerful Instruction
One of the most powerful techniques is to use the text
to teach the text. This is a productive approach to help
struggling readers become engaged. It simply means
that the teacher presents a short excerpt of the upcoming reading selection—before reading—and then
models skills or strategies with that text. For example,
if the instructional goal is to have students understand
how an author uses characterization, the teacher could
use an excerpt of the text to introduce the concept.
There are several pedagogical and student benefits
associated with using the text to teach the text, namely
nurturing fluency and building background knowledge.
Because students are asked to examine an excerpt of a
text they will see again later as they read independently,
rereading has been embedded. Rereadings are effective
for nurturing fluency for students who struggle with
decoding and for English language learners. Secondly,
the students are introduced to aspects of Langston
Hughes; writing that will potentially shape their reading
of the text. Having background knowledge improves
reading comprehension. Using the text to teach the text
provides a strategic advantage for struggling readers
while allowing teachers to introduce the text and strategies together. It is a win-win situation for both teacher
and student.

Figure 1

An example of using the text to teach the text before reading—
a powerful instructional technique.

Conclusion
It is difficult for many teachers to engage struggling
adolescent readers with text. I hear the common refrain,
“These kids just don’t want to read.” There are several
reasons adolescents refuse to read. Primary among them
are a lack of interest in the texts and a lack of requisite
skills and strategies for handling the text independently.
It is imperative to identify and engage students with
texts that pay attention to their multiple identities. It
is equally imperative to grant them entry into the texts
by providing explicit skill and strategy instruction. The
texts should be as diverse as the students being taught.
The texts should also challenge students to wrestle
with questions they find significant. This combination
optimizes shaping students’ literacies along with shaping
their lives, an optimization that informs Edge. ❖
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